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NONEQUILIBRIUM TUNNELING EFFECTS OF INTERACTINGHUBBARD�ANDERSON IMPURITIESP. I. Arseev a*, N. S. Maslova b, V. I. Panov b, S. V. Savinov ba Lebedev Physial Institute of Russian Aademy of Sienes119991, Mosow, Russiab Mosow State University119899, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 20 April 2001Nonequilibrium interation e�ets of two Hubbard�Anderson impurities have been experimentally studied bymeans of STM/STS methods and theoretially analyzed using a self-onsistent approah based on the Keldyshformalism.PACS: 72.15.-vImpurity states at surfaes and interfaes of semi-ondutors an strongly modify the loal eletronistruture. As the system size dereases, the orret un-derstanding of loalized state properties beomes moreand more important. The interation between impu-rities must also be taken into aount as the impu-rity onentration inreases. If the distane betweenimpurities is of the order of the loalization radius,su�iently strong orrelation e�ets arise that modifythe tunneling ondutivity. The eletroni struture ofsuh omplexes an be tuned by an external eletri�eld. These e�ets are believed to determine eletroniproperties of semiondutor nanostrutures in the fu-ture. However, loal e�ets aused by the interationof two impurity states near the surfae are not well ex-amined at present. A powerful tool for studying the lo-al eletroni struture is the sanning tunneling spe-trosopy (STS) ombined with the sanning tunnelingmirosopy (STM) imaging. In the present work, theeletroni struture of loalized impurity states formedby a pair of impurity Si atoms separated by 3 nm atthe (110) GaAs surfae are studied by the STM/STSmethods.The samples under investigation are GaAs singlerystals doped with ompensating impurities Si and Znwith the respetive onentrations 5 � 1018 m�3 and2 � 1019 m�3. All measurements were arried out at*E-mail: ars.�pli.a.ru

4.2 K with a home-built low-temperature STM with anin situ leavage mehanism [1℄. After the rystal wasleaved along the (110) plane, two Si atoms with thespatial separation about 3 nm were hosen as the objetof investigation. The separation distane is ompara-ble to the visible loalization radius of the Si impuritystates, whih is about 1�1.5 nm (Fig. 1a). A high dop-ing level aounts for a nonuniform Coulomb potentialin the sample. This is one of the reasons why the initialeletroni states of the observed atoms are not equiva-lent. The sanned area was 10 nm� 10 nm and withinthis area, the tunneling ondutivity (dI=dV )=(I=V )was measured with the spatial step 0.25 nm.In the experimentally observed spatial distributionof the loal tunneling ondutivity, one an distinguisha two-fold swithing on and o� for eah of the atomi�a� and �b� states upon hanging the tunneling biaswithin the semiondutor band gap (visible as the darkstripe in Fig. 1). After swithing on, the exess tunnel-ing ondutivity ours in the viinity of eah of theseatoms in a bias range about 0.65 eV, whih is muhgreater than the level width of the loalized state. Atthe same time, the transition from the �dark� state tothe �light� one ours within the bias hange range� 0:15 eV, whih is omparable to the energy levelwidth of the loalized state.The map view of the tunneling ondutivity allowsanalyzing the evolution of the loal density of states(LDOS) near eah impurity atom. At zero applied bias,15 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 1 225
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Fig. 1. STM images (right panel) and the map view of the normalized tunneling ondutivity measured along the diretionx depited on the STM topography images (left panel). a � an isolated Si impurity, san area 5.8 nm, bias range from+2:5 V to �2 V, b � two interating Si impurities, san area 10 nm, bias range from +2:5 V to �2 Vatom �a� forms a bright area of the enhaned tunnelingondutivity and remains �swithed on� in bias rangefrom �0:2 V to +0:4 V. Atom �b� is invisible at V � 0.In the bias range from +0:4 V to +0:7 V, the tunnel-ing ondutivity dereases in the viinity of atom �a�(dark area). The next swithing on of this atom ours
at +0:7 V and a bright spot of the enhaned tunnelingondutivity is observed up to +1:3 V.The enhaned tunneling ondutivity near atom�b� is also observed in two separated bias ranges: from+0:1 V to +0:5 V and at the same polarity from +0:6 Vto +1:2 V. In Fig. 2, two experimentally obtained226
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Fig. 2. The normalized ondutane (dI=dV )=(I=V )measured within the semiondutor band gap in theviinity of impurity atoms: a � the STM tip is plaedover the �a� atom on Fig. 1b; b � the STM tip isplaed over the �b� atom in Fig. 1b(dI=dV )=(I=V ) urves are shown for two di�erent po-sitions of the STM tip: above atom �a� and aboveatom �b�.Beause suh e�ets have not been observed for anisolated impurity, a natural question is to what extentthe interation between the two impurities modi�es thekineti proesses. To answer this question, we suggest aself-onsistent theoretial analysis of the loal tunnelingondutivity behavior in the viinity of two interatingAnderson impurities on a semiondutor surfae [2℄. Inthe Anderson model [3℄, an individual impurity stateis haraterized by the following parameters: the bareimpurity eletron level "0, the on-site Coulomb repul-sion of loalized eletrons U , and the level broadening �aused by the hybridization with ontinuum states. Itis known that nontrivial e�ets our in the Andersonmodel if the on-site Coulomb repulsion is su�ientlystrong. Beause the experimentally observed loaliza-tion radius of Si impurity states at the GaAs surfae isof the order of 1 nm, the estimated value of the Hub-

bard energy is about 0.5�1 eV. It must be mentionedthat although the Si atoms in the bulk GaAs are knownto form a shallow impurity state with binding energiesabout 6 meV at low doping levels, the situation is dif-ferent near the surfae in the presene of the STM tip.It was experimentally observed by many authors (see,e.g. [4�6℄) that the band bending indued by the sur-fae and by the STM tip an onsiderably hange theposition of the Si impurity level relative to the ondu-tion band edge. Numerous STM images (see referenesabove) show that the loalization radius of the Si atomstate is about 1�1.5 nm. In highly doped rystals, inaddition the eletroni state of any partiular atom anbe strongly modi�ed by the presene of neighboringdopant atoms.The eletron transport through a single Ander-son impurity in the Coulomb blokade and the Kondoregime has been studied experimentally and is still un-der theoretial investigation [7�13℄. However, most ofthe authors onentrated on the weak tunneling ou-pling, when the tunnel juntion is used only as a probewithout a�eting the impurity states [9℄. Therefore, thetunneling ondutivity through the Anderson impurityis usually supposed to be determined by the equilibriumimpurity density of states. In the Coulomb blokaderegime of tunneling through an impurity or a quan-tum dot, the in�uene of the tunneling urrent on theimpurity (dot) spetrum is negleted [11℄. The impu-rity harge therefore takes disrete values; n� and n��an be equal only to 0 or 1. The width of the tunnel-ing ondutivity peak in the Coulomb blokade regimeis determined by the sum of relaxation rates and an-not ahieve (without destroying this regime) the exper-imentally observed anomalously large values � 0:65 eVeven at room temperatures. As the tunneling ouplinginreases, the impurity harge is no longer a disretevalue and one must onsider impurity eletron �llingnumbers (whih now beome ontinuous variables) de-termined from the kineti equations.We note that the oupling to the leads in the Kondoregime modi�es the impurity spetrum, but harge �u-tuations are suppressed beause the initial impuritylevel lies deep below the Fermi level [14℄. In the equi-librium ase, the eletron �lling numbers n� and n��satisfy the relation n� + n�� = 1:Spin �utuations dominate in this ase beause the im-purity state is always single oupied. This requires thefollowing relations between the parameters of the An-derson model: �"0 � � and "0 + U � �. The Kondoresonane then ontributes to the zero-bias anomaly of227 15*



P. I. Arseev, N. S. Maslova, V. I. Panov, S. V. Savinov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002the tunneling ondutivity. But the ontribution of theKondo e�et to the tunneling ondutivity dependeneon the applied voltage beomes almost negligible whenthe applied bias exeeds a typial energy value deter-mined by the Kondo temperature (small ompared to"0 and �) (see [15, 16℄). When the applied bias in-reases (dereases) to the impurity energy level, theKondo resonane is destroyed.In the present work, we are interested in the tun-neling ondutivity behavior in a wide bias range from+2:5 V to �2 V (while the typial value of the Kondotemperature is less than 1 meV). The adopted param-eters of the model orrespond to the mixed-valeneregime, " � � or " + U � � (although U � �). Thishoie of the set of parameters is more adequate for ouranalysis of the anomalies in the tunneling ondutivitybehavior observed experimentally in a wide bias rangeV omparable to U and V � "0. Under all these on-ditions, the Kondo e�et does not reveal itself in thetunneling harateristis, although spin asymmetry ofthe eletron �lling numbers ours in partiular biasranges.As the applied bias is inreased, nonequilibriumproesses start playing a signi�ant role, espeially atlow temperatures. Nonequilibrium e�ets in the tun-neling ondutivity spetra of metalli nanopartileshave been onsidered by Agam and o-authors [17℄. Inthis work, hanges of the energy of an exited singleeletron state are aused at large applied bias by di�er-ent nonequilibrium oupany on�gurations of othersingle eletron states. It was assumed that the eletronspetrum of a nanopartile onsists of many levels andthe level spaing is smaller than the applied bias. Butthe �lling numbers of eah level are equal to either 0 or1. Di�erent random on�gurations of the eletron o-upation result in �utuations of the Coulomb intera-tion energy. However, ontinuous hanges in nonequi-librium eletron �lling numbers aused by kineti pro-esses were not taken into aount.In the present work, the nonequilibrium harge dis-tribution due to tunneling proesses and the e�et ofthe tunneling bias voltage on the impurity state energyvalues are taken into aount. Nonequilibrium eletron�lling numbers on the Hubbard�Anderson impuritiesare alulated from a self-onsistent system of kinetiequations based on the Keldysh diagram tehnique [18℄.At the �nal stage of alulations, the Coulomb inter-ation of loalized eletrons is treated self-onsistentlyin the mean-�eld approximation. It is shown that withinreasing the tunneling bias, two states with di�er-ent energies for opposite-spin eletrons an appear ateah impurity: the transition from the �paramagneti�

regime to the �magneti� one an our. The inversetransition from the �magneti� to the �paramagneti�state an also our with further inreasing the tunnel-ing bias. We have also determined the onditions underwhih the transition to the magneti state is enhanedby the interation between the two Anderson impuri-ties. We found that the impurity interation resultsin a redistribution of loalized non-equilibrium hargesand an lead to pinning of the impurity levels near theFermi level of eah eletrode and to the mutual at-tration of the energy levels of di�erent impurities inpartiular ranges of the applied bias.We onsider a theoretial model with two interat-ing Anderson impurities. The STM tip is supposed tobe positioned above one of the impurity atoms (atom�a�). The Hamiltonian of the model is given byĤ = Ĥ0 + Ĥtun + Ĥint + Ĥimp; (1)whereĤ0 =Xk;� ("k � �)+k;�k;� ++Xp;� ("p � �� eV )+p;�p;� (2)desribes noninterating eletrons in the two eletrodes,(k; �) for the tip and (p; �) for the example.The part Ĥimp orresponds to the impurity statesand takes the Hubbard repulsion into aount,Ĥimp = "aX� a+� a� + Ua2 X� na�na�� ++ "bX� b+� b� + Ub2 X� nb�nb�� : (3)Here, na� = a+� a� , a� destroys an impurity �a� eletronwith the spin �, nb� = b+� b�, b� destroys an impurity�b� eletron with the spin �, and "a and "b are theenergy levels of impurities �a� and �b� (they dependon the bias V in general).The part Ĥint desribes the interation between theimpurity states,̂Hint = T X� (a+� b� + h..); (4)and Ĥtun is responsible for tunneling transitions fromthe impurity states to eah eletrode (tip or substrate),Ĥtun = Tp;aXp;� (+p;�a�+h..)++Tp;bXp;� (+p;�b�+h..)+Tk;aXk;� (+k;�a�+h..): (5)228



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Nonequilibrium tunneling e�ets : : :Nonequilibrium e�ets in the tunneling urrent andondutivity are naturally desribed by the Keldysh di-agram tehnique ([19℄, see also the reent paper [16℄).The tunneling urrent is determined as [19℄I(V ) =Xk;� Z d! Tka(G�<ak �G�<ka ): (6)The funtions G�<ak an be obtained from the kinetiequations, whih in the Keldysh formalism are of thegeneral form( bG�10 � G��10 ) bG< = (b� bG)< � ( bGb�)<; (7)where b� usually inludes all the interations; in ourase, however, b� is determined only by the tunnelingoupling to the leads and by the interation betweenthe impurities. Therefore, the elements of b� simplyredue to the orresponding nonzero parameters T�;�(�; � = a; b;k;p). It is reasonable to use the approx-imation in whih the strongest interation of the on-sidered model � the on-site Coulomb repulsion U �is inluded in G0. At this stage, it is not neessary toonsider the details of any partiular approximation fortreating U .With the help of the kineti equations, tunnelingurrent (6) an be transformed to the formI�(V ) = �4k �� Z ImGR�a;a(!)(n�a(!)� n0k(! � eV )) d!; (8)where n0k(!) is the equilibrium �lling number for themetalli tip, GRa;a(!; V ) is the exat retarded Green'sfuntion of the impurity �a� state, n�a(!) is the exatimpurity �lling number, and the tunneling rate k isone of the set of kineti oe�ients determined byk(!) = jTkaj2�k(!); b(!) = jTpbj2�p(!);a(!) = jTpaj2�p(!); � = a + a + k; (9)where �k(!) = � 1� Xk ImGR(k; !)is the density of states in the metalli tip and�p(!) = � 1� Xp ImGR(p; !)is the substrate density of states.In Eq. (8) and in what follows, we use the stan-dard approximation with the �lling numbers n0k(!) and

n0p(!) for the ontinuum states of the banks unper-turbed by the tunneling proesses, whih yieldsG<k;k(!) = �2in0k(!) ImGRk;k;G<p;p(!) = �2in0p(!) ImGRp;p: (10)Equation (8) shows that the problem is reduedto �nding the exat nonequilibrium �lling number n�a .This problem an be solved using Eqs. (7) for G<aa; G<bb,and G<ab in the stationary ase,0 = ��tG<aa = T (G<ba�G<ab)+2a ImG�Raa (na�n0p)++ 2k ImG�Raa (na � n0k); (11)0 = ��tG<bb = T (G<ab �G<ba) ++ 2b ImG�Rbb (nb � n0p); (12)0 = ��tG<ab = �R�1ab G<ab + T (G<bb �G<aa) ++ 2(aG�Aab � bG�Rab )n0p + 2kG�Aab n0k; (13)0 = ��tG<ba = R�1ab G<ba + T (G<aa �G<bb) ++ 2(bG�Aba � aG�Rba )n0p � 2kG�Rba n0k; (14)where we use the notationR�1ab = GR�10a �GA�10b � i�: (15)For n�a(!) and n�b (!), we then havek ImG�Raa (!)(n�a(!)� n0k(!)) == � �a ImG�Raa (!)(n�a(!)� n0p(!))++ b ImG�Rbb (!)(n�b (!)� n0p(!))� ;�� ImG�Raa (!)n�a(!)� ImG�Rbb (!)n�b (!) == b ImG�Rbb (!)(n�b (!)� n0p(!)) ++ n0p(!)T (a Im(R�abG�Aab )� b Im(R�abG�Rab )) ++ n0k(!)Tk Im(R�abG�Aab ); (16)
where �� = T 2 ImR�aband where n0p(!) and n0k(! � eV ) are the respetiveequilibrium �lling numbers of the substrate and themetalli tip states.It must be noted that no partiular approximationfor treating the Coulomb interation has been used un-til now. If we use the mean-�eld approximation, whih229



P. I. Arseev, N. S. Maslova, V. I. Panov, S. V. Savinov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002is suitable for the mixed-valene regime, for deouplingthe on-site Coulomb interation, we obtainR�ab = 1(~"�a � ~"�b )� i(k + a + b) ;G�Raa (!) == ! � ~"�b + ib(! � ~"�b + ib)(! � ~"�a + i(a + k))� T 2 ;G�Rbb (!) == ! � ~"�a + i(a + k)(! � ~"�b + ib)(! � ~"�a + i(a + k))� T 2 ;G�Rab (!) == T(! � ~"�b + ib)(! � ~"�a + i(a + k))� T 2 :
(17)

In the mean-�eld approximation, the impurity ener-gies depend on the applied bias V both diretly throughthe external �eld in the ontat area (whih hangesthe �bare� impurity level) and indiretly through theCoulomb interation of the nonequilibrium eletrondensity, ~"�a = "a + �V + Uahn��a i;~"�b = "b + �V + Ubhn��b i: (18)The oe�ients � and � (�; � < 1) approximately de-sribe the potential drop between the semiondutorsubstrate and the impurity. (If one deals with theCoulomb blokade regime, the eletron �lling numbershn�i are set equal to 0 or 1, beause the hybridizationwith the lead states is negleted.)For simpliity, the indiret interation between theimpurities through the semiondutor band states isnot inluded in the presented results. This interationan be easily taken into aount but it does not lead toany new qualitative hanges of the tunneling ondu-tivity behavior.Now the main point is that the nonequilibrium ele-tron �lling numbers for impurity atoms �a� and �b�must satisfy the self-onsisteny onditionn�a = Z d! n�a(!) ImGRaa(!);n�b = Z d! n�b (!) ImGRbb(!); (19)where n�a(!) and n�b (!) are determined by stationaryequations (16). Equations (19) an be rewritten asn�a = n�p(a) ++ k(b + ��)(n�k(a)� n�p(a)) + b�ab(k + a)(b + ��) + b�� ; (20)

n�b = n�p(b) ++ k��(n�k (a)� n�p(a))� (a + k)�ab(k + a)(b + ��) + b�� ; (21)where�ab = Tk �� Z Im(RabGR�ab (!))(nk(!)� np(!)) d!; (22)n�p(k)(a) = Z d! n0p(k)(!) ImGRaa(!) (23)(with the Fermi level for nk shifted by eV from theFermi level for np). For the equilibrium ase, V = 0and n�a = n�p(a) = n�k(a).Solving Eqs. (16) for n�a(!), we an rewrite the tun-neling urrent in Eq. (8) in the �nal formI�(V ) = k(b + ��)(a + k)(b + ��) + b�� �� Z ��a + b��b + ��� ImGR�a;a (!; V )++ T bkb + �� Im(RabGA�ab (!; V ))��� �n0p(!)� n0k(! � eV )� d!; (24)where the self-onsistent values for n�a and n�b are in-serted in GRaa, GRab, and Rab for eah value of the bias V .As expeted, the tunneling urrent depends only on thedi�erene of the eletron distribution funtions of theeletrodes. The �rst term of the above expression forthe tunneling urrent desribes the renormalization ofthe relaxation rate by the interation with the neigh-boring impurity atom �b�,a �! a + b��b + �� : (25)If the interation is absent, T = 0, then � = 0 andthe usual form of the tunneling urrent through theimpurity loalized state is restored. The seond termis responsible for the harge redistribution between theinterating impurity atoms. As a onsequene of thisharge redistribution, we obtain that the tunneling on-dutivity (see (24)) is no longer simply proportionalto the impurity density of states. These ompliationsmake the investigation of the tunneling urrent througha multi-hannel system with the interation betweendi�erent hannels muh more di�ult (see, e.g., [20℄).In what follows, the interation between the im-purities is hosen (in aordane with the experimen-tal situation) not greater than the tunneling rates.230



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 121, âûï. 1, 2002 Nonequilibrium tunneling e�ets : : :This implies that the equilibrium level splitting (seeEqs. (17)) is not resolved via level broadening. In ki-neti proesses, however, the interation onsiderablymodi�es the harge distribution. The opposite situ-ation, with the zero-bias ondutivity determined bythe exat equilibrium spetrum of the two-site om-plex, was reently analyzed in [13℄.We emphasize that Eq. (6) is exat and is valid inany ase, irrespetive of the approximations used inalulating ImGRa and na. Equations (19)�(24) an beapplied to any regime, inluding the Coulomb blokaderegime, with the proper hoie of the retarded Green'sfuntion and the Rab funtion. However, as noted inthe introdution, in the present paper we are mainly in-terested in the mixed valene regime " �  or "+U � and U � , and we therefore use mean-�eld equa-tions (17) for numerial alulations of the tunnelingondutivity.The tunneling ondutivity enhanement an usu-ally be observed at the tunneling bias voltage suh thatj"��a (V )�EtF j < �or j"��a (V )�EsF j < �:But it is very important to note that any inrease ofthe LDOS in the energy intervalEF � eV < " < EFwith hanging of the applied bias V leads to an en-hanement of the tunneling ondutivity at eV . Thisinrease of the LDOS for an interating system is notneessarily related to rossing a single eletron level "by the shifted Fermi level EF � eV .The analysis of the proposed model allows desrib-ing di�erent possible regimes of the tunneling ondu-tivity behavior in the viinity of impurity atoms in awide range of tunneling bias hanges. In numerial al-ulations, we adopt � � 0:3 and � � 0:1 in Eq. (18).1) If k � a; b, one of the impurity atoms (atom�a�) an be in the �magneti� state in a ertain tun-neling bias range. The transition from the �paramag-neti� regime to the �magneti� one and vie versa anour with hanging of the applied voltage (Fig. 3a).This behavior leads to swithing the �a� atom �on�and �o�� twie on spatially resolved loal tunnelingondutivity spetra (Fig. 3b), whih are very similarto the STS experimental data shown in Fig. 2.In addition, the energy levels are pinned in theviinity of the Fermi level of one of the eletrodes (tipor sample) while the bias voltage hanges within anorder U range.
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